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Abstract 
Formally, the central feature of the equation of state (EOS) for hydrocode is in the choice of the specific volume V and specific internal 
energy density E as independent thermodynamic parameters. We suggest and explore the properties of the complete EOS for hydrocode 
having the following form , ( )S V E V E , where ( )V  and E  are functions that should be determined from 
experiment. This class of EOS includes the case of perfect gas as very special example. We, then, proceed with the Dulong-Petit model. It 
is defined as the EOS with a constant heat capacity VC . For the Dulong-Petit model we also discuss the procedure of computer 
implementation, and demonstrate our methodology by analyzing experimental data for the stainless steel. 
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Nomenclature 
V  specific volume 
P  pressure 
refP  pressure on the reference curve 
T   the absolute temperature 
E  the specific internal energy 
refE  the specific on the reference curve 
S  the specific entropy 
V  the Gruneisen function 
,VC C  the specific heat capacity at fixed volume 
 
Subscripts 
ref values on the reference curve 
S  values on the reference adiabat (isentrope) 
H  values on the reference Hugoniot adiabat 
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1. Introduction 
Equation of State (EOS) is the key element in computer-based and analytical studies of hypervelocity phenomena. 
Historically, the hydrocode plays a dominating role in engineering and physics for hypervelocity studies. Selection of the 
specific volume V  and specific internal energy density E as independent thermodynamic parameters is the starting element 
in the analysis of the EOS for hydrocode. Quite a few special forms of EOS for hydrocode are already available (see, for 
instance, [1]-[3] and references therein.) The majority of them is based on the Gruneisen assumption and Mie-Gruneisen 
EOS.   
The Mie-Gruneisen EOS belongs to the class of the so-called incomplete EOS. The traditional incomplete EOS for 
hydrocode is that of the form ,P P V E , where P  stands for pressure. Other examples of the incomplete EOS for 
hydrocode are ,T T V E  or ,V VC C V E , where T  is the absolute temperature and VC  is the specific heat 
capacity at constant volume, respectively. They are called incomplete because, taken separately, they do not allow 
computing some essential thermodynamics characteristics of the substances. For instance, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS and more 
generally the EOS ,P P V E  do not allow calculating the specific heat ,V VC C V E . None of them, taken 
separately, allow the calculation of the entropy density ,S S V E , which plays a key role in the analysis of shock 
waves  [4]-[6]. At the same time, the EOS ,S S V E , taken alone, allows one to calculate any other thermodynamic 
parameter and any incomplete EOS. That is why it deserves to be coined as the complete EOS for hydrocode.  
The above mentioned incomplete and complete EOS, taken in their abstract form, carry no information about the 
experiments from which they can be recovered. If the experiments, from which they can be recovered, are shown explicitly 
in the EOS, then, we call such an EOS operational. The operational EOS can be complete or incomplete. The Mie-
Gruneisen EOS [1]-[3] 
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is the classical example of the operational incomplete EOS for hydrocode. It is operational because it says us about the 
operations  - required to make the Mie-Gruneisen EOS 
usable for modeling. See a more detailed discussion in [6]-[9].  
The example of the operational complete EOS for hydrocode would be the EOS taken from [6] 
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where * *S SP P V is the pressure measurements along the isentrope 
* *
S SE E V , passing through the selected state * *,V E ; *T and *S  are the values of the absolute temperature and entropy in the selected state.  
All EOS can be traced back to the classical EOS of perfect gas. However, they have been modified significantly to reflect 
the properties of different substances, especially, of the solid ones whose behaviour deviates quite significantly from the 
behaviour of gases. In the hydrocode form, the EOS of the perfect gas reads 
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where R  is the universal gas constant.  
The complete EOS can be presented in a more general form 
 
                                            , ( )S V E V E  (4) 
 
where ( )V  and E  are functions that should be determined from experiment.  Because of its structure, we call it an 
EOS with separable entropy. In a certain sense, it resembles the EOS with separable energy introduced by Hans Bethe in 
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1942 for the study of shock waves in water [3]. However, the properties of these two models are quite different. We will 
hydrocode with separable entropy.  It was implemented 
into computer code in [10]. 
We proceed, following  [11], [12], with consideration of the generalized Dulong-Petit EOS , i.e., the EOS with constant 
heat capacity at fixed volume. Our main interest here is the recovery of the complete EOS for hydrocode from the 
measurements of the heat capacity, Hugoniot adiabat, and isentrope. 
2. Operational EOS for hydrocode with separable entropy 
The heat capacity VC  of the substance with separable entropy is the function of the the internal energy density only: 
V VC C V . That fact allows us to rewrite the EOS with separable entropy (4) in the following equivalent form [6]: 
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  (5) 
Let the quasi-static adiabat (isentrope) is given by equation *SE E V . Then, the complete EOS (5) can be rewritten 
as follows [7]: 
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This EOS implies the following formulas of the temperature ,T V E  
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and pressure ,P V E  
                               **
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where *SP V  is the pressure value on the isentrope. 
 One can see that the pressure ,P V E  for this model appear to be a linear function of the energy density E  if and 
only if the heat capacity is VC  a constant rather than a non-trivial function of E .  
 One more observation regarding the EOS (8) deserves mentioning. Assume that there is such a value of volume V V  
that the pressure *SP V  on the isentrope vanishes at this point 
* 0SP V . Then, according to the relationship (8) for 
this very value of the volume the pressure vanishes for all values of the internal energy, not only on the isentrope. This 
observation diminishes the scope of applicability of the EOS with separable entropy. 
 In the case of constant heat capacity we arrive at the following simplified relationship: 
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This EOS implies the following formulas of the temperature ,T V E  
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and pressure ,P V E  
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 In the paper [10], the formulas (9)  (11) were used for the computer implementation of the EOS with separable 
entropy.  
 Many ballistics users are interested in the recovery formulas from the Hugoniot related measurements. The readers, 
interested in such recovery formulas for the EOS with separable entropy, are referred to the publications [7], [11]. 
 
3. Operational EOS for hydrocode with constant heat capacity (the Dulong-Petit model) 
A skeleton of the complete EOS for hydrocode with constant heat capacity contains two arbitrary functions V  and 
V [12]: 
 
                                     *, ln VV
V
E E C V
S V E V C
C V
 (12) 
In order to convert the skeleton (12) into an operational EOS the functions V  and V  should be expressed in 
terms of appropriate measurements. 
For instance, assume that we are capable of making isentropic loading-unloading experiments, and consider a static 
adiabata *S S passing through the ambient state. Assume that we have devices measuring the absolute temperature and 
pressure in the range of interest. Let * *S ST T V and 
* *
S SP P V  be the values of the temperature and pressure at *S S . In terms of these functions, the required operational EOS of the Dulong-Petit type can be presented in the 
following form [12]: 
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Using thermodynamic identities, we get the following formulas of the temperature and pressure functions 
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The formulas (13)  (15) can be used for computer-coded implementation of the EOS under study.    
 
4. Recovery of the operational EOS from the isentrope and Hugoniot adiabat (the Dulong-Petit model)  
In order to recover the complete EOS with the skeleton (12), we have to express the functions V  and V  in 
terms of experimental data. Assume that the experimental data allowed us to find two functions - SE E V  and **
HE E V . The former describes the internal energy on the isentrope, passing through the state ,V E , and the 
latter describes the Hugoniot adiabat, passing through the state * * *, VV E C T  The recovery of the operational EOS is 
actually equivalent to expressing  the functions V  and V in terms of the functions SE E V , and **
HE E V .  
The explicit formula of the corresponding operational EOS reads [9], [11]: 
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Now, we have to describe the function *,V V in terms of experimental measurements. The description requires 
several steps. First, having known the functions SE E V , and 
**
HE E V , we can calculate the pressure functions 
SP P V  and 
**
HP P V for the isentrope and the Hugoniot adiabat, respectively, using the relationships  
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and the Rankine-Hugoniot relationship 
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Before calculating the function *,V V , one has to calculate first the functions  V   and V : 
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Now, the functions ,V  and ,V  can be calculated with the help of the formula 
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At last, temperature ,T V E  and the pressure ,P V E  functions can be presented in the forms 
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                                         * **, ,
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and 
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P P E P E PP V E E
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 (22) 
respectively. 
 One can see that we arrived at the incomplete EOS with linear dependence of pressure upon internal energy density, as 
it always happens when dealing with the Mie-Gruneisen EOS. It is not surprising because the Dulong-Petit EOS 
automatically satisfies the Mie-Gruneisen EOS also. 
5. Computer implementation 
The computer implementation of the Dulong-Petit recovery formulae is a relatively straightforward process, though 
certain choices were made based on the fact that this approach is still in the demonstration stage.  One such choice was the 
decision to use mathematically smoothed functions fitted to the Hugoniot and isentrope reference inputs, rather than a 
collection of raw experimental data, still containing the intrinsic scatter of experimental data. 
The choice of material on which to test the implementation was stainless steel, since both anvil data [13] and Hugoniot 
data [14] are experimentally available.  Figure 1 shows the experimental data and the smoothed reference curves that were 
employed for this recovery.   
 
 
Fig. 1. Data and smoothed reference curves employed for Stainless Steel EOS recovery. 
 
While there is no requirement, as part of this recovery technique, to have the smoothed reference curves be anything 
other than a piecewise fit, we decided to employ the frequency ( )-based EOS put forth by Segletes[15]-[17] to initially 
describe the reference curves for the steel in terms of closed-form analytical functions.  There was an added incentive to do 
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so during this demonstration stage of the current recovery technique: thermodynamic functions describable by the recovery 
(e.g., 
V
V P E ) should accurately match the comparable functions from the frequency-based model that provided 
the reference functions (e.g., ln lnV d d V ).  In this way, an internal check is provided to verify that the 
numerical implementation of the recovery technique is correct. 
The reference curves (both pressure and energy) were discretized at increments of 0 0.01V V , from 
0 1V V down to 0 0.37V V , which were used as the reference inputs for the current recovery technique.  A regular 
V interval for the definition of the reference curves is essential, because of the numerical integration of formula 20 that is 
required for the EOS recovery. Trapezoidal-rule integration was used, for example, to calculate * *ln ,V V Vwi(i)  
as  
 
 
(i) V , ( )Vw(i) , and dV  is negative, corresponding to a 
countdown from *V  to V . In this way, ,V  may be directly evaluated as *exp /Vwi(j)-wi(i) , where 
(j) orresponding to volume . 
The situation for calculating ,V   in formula 20 is only slightly more complex, because here we are integrating 
an integral, in this case the product of  and ,V , with respect to .  Thus, in order to again employ the 
trapezoidal rule for integration, the function to be integrated must be evaluated at / 2d (j-
1/2)  
 
 
Here, pi(j) , *VVst , and *,V Vep(i) .  Note that the coding is simplified, somewhat, by the 
fact that all instances of ,V  are evaluated at *V  so that, in application, once *V  is defined by the reference 
function,  becomes a function of a single variable, V , as reflected in the one-dimensional (vector) definition of ep(i) . 
All other expressions in the recovery formulae are algebraic in nature, and thus follow directly from the formulae, 
without need to re-express for numerical integration.  Because the independent thermodynamic variables are V  and E , the 
manner in which we chose to provide recovered-EOS output was in terms of the discretized values for V , for a specified 
value of E . 
Thus, the output is produced in the form of tabulated thermodynamic variables given by formulae (16), (21), and (22).  
And as a verification check, the value ,V P V E E  may be calculated by differentiating formula 22, for 
-based EOS, from which the stainless-steel reference curves were originally assumed.  
While the implementation of a computational EOS, using the recovery method of the current approach, would be tabular in 
format, a presentation of the results here is best accomplished by way of graphical means. 
Figure 2 presents these graphical results derived from using the present Dulong-Petit recovery formulae to produce an 
EOS for stainless steel, given a reference isentrope and Hugoniot.   The graphs depict the temperature, entropy, and the 
pressure, as a function of volume, for several specified levels of internal energy.  Additionally, the recovered Grueneisen 
function is calculated and compared to the frequency-based expression from whence the original reference curves were 
derived.  The matching of curves in Figure 2d indicates that the numerical implementation of the recovery formulae is 
correct.   
It should be noted that there is some numerical jitter in the pressure curves of Figure 2c, for volumes near the reference 
volume *V . This is explained by the singularity which arises in the recovery formula (22) if the reference Hugoniot and 
isentrope intersect.  The frequency-based model from which the reference curves derive had assumed that the reference 
Hugoniot and isentrope shared a common point (the ambient condition *V ).  Because the foot of the Hugoniot (i.e., at *V ) 
shares the same slope and curvature as an isentrope, the jitter in the curves represents the limits of numerical precision in 
calculating ,P V E E between two very closely spaced reference curves. 
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(a)       (b)  
(c)      (d)  
Fig. 2. Recovered EOS for Stainless Steel, including (a) temperature, (b) specific entropy, (c) pressure, and, for model verification, (d) the Grueneisen 
function. 
 
6. Conclusion 
We discussed the operational equation of state methodology for two models: model with separable entropy and the 
Dulong-Petit model. Depending on the experimental set-ups and measuring instruments available, the same substance is 
described by different operational equations of state. Operational equations of state appeared to be very convenient for 
computer implementation. Our general discussion is illustrated with the study of the stainless steel. 
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